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briefly durlng the inspiring progress of the 1848 rdvolutions, noved
hin touards more retrospectj-ve compositions, perhaps in a desire to
repeat the triurDphs of earlier days.
CONCLUSION:

Interpretations of a conposerrs inner motivations can never be proved
as necessariLy true to fact. What they have to do is to convince the
l,.lstener that they are true to the music. If they prove to be so, then
they of f er a bridge across rrrhich the nusic ttrnakes senset'. The rrf actsri
in the dj.sputed nemoirs of Shostakovich are sti1l being argued over,
yet interpretations based on them make sense of the music as heard,
promoting a number of his previously disparaged works to rrhat now
appear as major statenents and a coherent part of his overalL oeuvre.
The contention here is that our interpretation of "The Consecration
of Soundri and the decade following it also makes sense in t.his way,
even though 'rve cannot prove (despite the references in letters,
diaries and anecdotes, as well as Spohrrs personaL situation) whether
the conposer?s intentions uere strictly along these 1ines. Verification
of this thesis now lies between the listener and the nusic.
NO?ES:

(1)

English Nightmares and Gernan Aspirat.ions. The Background to
Spohr's "FaLL of Babylon'r. (Spohr Journal 13 - Sumner 1986 pp 2-5.)
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HANS GLENEWINKEL AND THE POSTHUMOUS QUARTETS

by Celia

Skr i ne

The rnost valuable contribution to our knowledge about Spohrrs chanber
music is sti11 the doctoral thesis written in Gernan by Hans Glenewinkeland irubl-ished i.n 1912 (see Keith Warsoprs article in Spohr Journal. 16,
Sumner 1989 pp 30-31).. A practising nusician himself, he discusses
each work in turn, offering an introduction, a thematic analysis of
each movenent, and an overall evaluaEion of the work in question. His
approach i.s a mixture of academic musical analysis, which ls sound
enough, and value judgmenEs which tend to be sonewhat subjective.
They may also be sound, but inevitably - after nearly 80 years - need
to be either corroborated or contraalicted by a more up-to-date
assessment.'.
fn Paul Katowrs recent monograph on rrSpohr: the man and his workstt
(I"uxembourg, 1983), ue are told (p.106) that the four quarters Op.132,
1'41 , 146 and 152 all betrayed the decLine of Spohr's cieati.ve powers;
and the tlro posthunous quartets are assumed to be of no interest and
dismj,ssed with hardly a word. So it is sti1l to Glenewinkel that we
must turn for a nuch nore valuable and lnformative investigation.

GLenewinkel's approach is to exanine each guartet, movement by movement.
The posthunous ones are discussed both together and separately, and
l
are usefuLly introduced by a quotation from the end of the autobj.ography
(the part which was added by the conposerrs heirs to round off Spohr's
l
own account) which gives the background to why Spohr decided to return
quartet
genre
to the string
aE the end of his creative 1ife, and al-so
explains, actually nore clearly than Glenewinkel in hls paraphrase,
why and when the conposer decided not to publish his last few works.

Spohrrs last successful conposition was Ehe set of six songs for
baritone, violin and piano, Op.154, commissioned by the nusical
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director at the court of Detmold. Although Katow says their quality
is nowhere near as high as that of the previous song set,0p.103, the
baritone songs were greatly enjoyed, not least by the Prince at
Detmold, who liked then so much that he sang them every day. Spohr
himself was pleased enough with them to have theur publisheil . He sent
the Prince a copy, and was rewarded irith a charming letter of
appreciation and a gold and pearL shirt-pin.
Glenewinkel telLs us that his researches have Led him to conclude that
the next thing Spohr wrote after the songs 0p.154 was a quarEet in G
minor, which he substantially rer*rote in E flat major; this was intended
to be his 0p.155, and is known as such. He then wrote his 10th symphony,
which would have been 0p.156, and finally another quartet, which would
have been 0p,157; in fact, he was not satisfied with any of these l-ate
uorks and expressed the wish thaL oone of then should ever be published.
Gl,enewinkel agrees in the case of Op.157, but puts in a plea for 0p.
155, at least in its revised version.
OP. 155 i

In his descriptions of each ttrovement, the musical examples are mosE
he1pfu1. He pays some attenti6n to key, forn and structure, often
noting deficiencies (e.g. lack of brldge passages) and observing that
sone thenes are re-workings, sonetimes almost repetitions, of ideas
in earLier works, though in some cases he considers the later version
to be an improvenent on the earlier. IIe offers his own subjecEive
inpressions of the movements and his own estination of their indivj-dual
merit.
He follows his tletailetl analysis with a paragraph on the workrs generaJ,
characteristics, and here he comes up with an interesting theory. He
considers that the later pubLished quartets suffered from certain
excesses: chromaticisms and sentimentality on the one hand, fussiness
and therefore muddiness of texture on the other. Such criticisms are
perhaps not unfamiliar in commentaries on Spohr, However, he detecEs
in 0p.155 a desire on the composerrs part to break away fron this
manner and return to the simPler classical methods of his idols'
Mozart and Cherubini. In one respect - the equal weighting of all
four instrunents, rather than the predoninance of the first violin Glenewinkel considers him entirely successful, and he al'so notes an
indication of Spohr moving wit.h the times and going in for increased
use of syncopation; he admits, however, thaE sone bad habits, especiall'y
the over-ripe harnonies, are sEi1l there. Despite the enduring beauty
of expression, he finds Spohrrs melodic inventiYeness and mastery of
form sadly reduced, and the mental energy required for proper
exploitation of the thenes aLEost absent. Reading these criticisms'
one is then sonewhat surprised to find that Glenewinkel sti11 thinks
the work worth resuscitating. This is because he finds that its shortcomings are no worse than those found in the 0p.152 quartet, and that
j-ts greater clarity of texture is a positive improvenent.
3i;It1" dealr wi.rh nuch more briefly. Glenewinkel is very enthusiastic
about the slow movement, deals very cursoriLy with the third and fourth
movements, but is gravely crltical of the first for iEs total lack of
thenatic development. AL1 in all, he says' the quartet' has in more
exaggerated form the failings already evident in 0p.155; and he has
th"-idditional- criticism to make Ehat Spohr does not seem abl'e to
fo1low up his resolution to return to classicaL ideals of simplicity
and clarity. His verdict is that Spohr was right in thinking this
quartet - probably his last completed substantial composition unlro r th y of him.

